Loving the Things of the World Negates Complete Oneness
As difficult as it may be to hear that loving the world keeps us from being fully in oneness with Father, it’s a
spiritual reality we can’t overturn. The upshot, of course, is that we must make the effort if we want all that
can be ours in oneness. Here’s what Father told Kriston Couchey about it and more:
“"Many embrace concepts of biblical truth but have not embraced my perspective, which includes my
judgment. I am simply looking for those who have abandoned their own lives and certainties and have
chosen to receive Me as a child. It is in that child-like abandonment to my love and judgments that I will
manifest Myself to them, in them and through them."
"The Son did not love the things of the world, and even though He left all judgment to Me, His
perspective was the same as Mine and His judgments would also have been correct. Many form
judgments that are not correct because they love the things of the world."
"You cannot walk in oneness with Me if you love the things of the world. If you love the things of the
world then my love is not perfected in you and the oneness we should be sharing is limited to simple
moments of visitation."
"The place of visitation has always been a path to the doorway of oneness; it has been a courtship of
sorts. I have prepared and revealed Myself to you in this secret place through dreams, visions and
angelic messengers sent to encourage, correct, and discipline you. But I want you to see that all of this
has simply been to point you to Me, for knowing Me has always been the goal of this journey."
"You have come to know my heart and purposes as I have prepared you to be one with Me in a union of
love. Dreams, visions, and angelic assistance are not going away; you have simply come to the place
where you must now live from the place of intimacy and knowing me within you. You must walk with the
mind of Christ; knowing my will, heart, and thoughts in every situation because your will, heart, and
thoughts are one with Mine."
"When I sent my Son into the world, He walked in complete oneness with me; so much so that He said, 'If
you have seen Me, you have seen the Father'. Everyone who truly believes in Me has the same potential
or power to become One with Me just as the Son is one with Me. Those who are led by my Spirit just as
Jesus was led by Me will manifest Me to the world just as Jesus did, for those who are led by my Spirit
truly are my sons. In this place of oneness, the fullness of the great ‘I AM’ dwells in you; Father, Son and
Holy Spirit."” 1
If we stop thinking of the biblical imperative to deny ourselves, we’ll stop resisting Father drawing us to
himself. Instead, we need to think of the benefits of being fully in oneness with him and that’ll allow the
process to become much easier. Our human nature gravitates towards what benefits us, so that’s the tack we
should take to restrict our independence and rebellion which holds us back from complete surrender.
How much oneness we enter into is all up to us.
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)
1 – “AN ADVENTURER'S GUIDE TO THE NEXT AGE: A prophetic Journey out of religion into union with God” [Kindle Ed. p:15]
www.amazon.com.au/ADVENTURERS-GUIDE-NEXT-AGE-prophetic/dp/B097BSKTKS
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